Press Release

HARDCORE MAOIST APPREHENDED BY SSB

New Delhi-18 May, 2017 – In its offensive against maoist, 16th Bn of SSB apprehended a hardcore Maoist from village Bela in a joint operation with local police and CRPF. The apprehended maoist Baguri Yadav alias Badri Yadav (35yrs) S/O Choti Yadav village-Bela, PS-Belhar District-Banka (Bihar) is an active member of Communist Party of India (Maoist). He was involved in demanding of 50 lakh levy from a road construction company on the behalf of late Mantu Khaira Sub Zonal Commander under Paharpur PS Suiya and case registered under PS-Suiya. He was also wanted under case 270/16 and case 92/14 under Arms act in PS-Suiya, District-Banka (Bihar). This is another major success in the continuous operation for the security forces against the Maoists and it is a big blow to the Maoists.

The apprehended maoist was handed over to PS–Suiya, District -Banka (Bihar).
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